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About This Game

Welcome to the arena of RULES OF SURVIVAL! You will be one out of 300 unarmed players who get air dropped into a vast,
deserted island. Only the last one survives. It is no 5d3b920ae0

Title: Rules Of Survival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
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Netease Games
Publisher:
Netease Games
Release Date: 30 May, 2018

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core I3-4160

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: local files -> verify integrity of game cache. We're not sure if this'll fix things for everyone, but for some
people it seems to have. If this does not fix it, you may need to start a new game. Secondly, we wanted to announce that
we will be releasing an update soon which fixes a number of things and balances the game better, based off of feedback
from players. This will be entirely free. We realize many people - ourselves included - are not happy with the state the
game launched in. We agree with the assessment, and we genuinely apologize for the problems; this will not happen
again on our end. We should have delayed again, but instead made a brash decision to release early instead of better
QAing the product, which we assumed to be fine after only two QA cycles. We admit this was a bad mistake on our
part, and we are dedicated to fixing this and making the game the best possible form it can be. As such, we want to
make things right. As you can see above, this will include adding a time bar and removing the "Check Time" button.
We've also added a "quick map" for navigating quicker. This is just one of many changes. Here is a list of things we're
working on improving in the coming update: -better balancing overall -reworking to the healing mechanic -added
optional tutorial/explanation -better quest tracking -party/player HP in the stats screen -leaving an area brings you to
the worldmap instead of tavern -better confirmation/options for banking -bulk delete items -some form of selling
system better navigation in areas, like shortcuts or paths -tracking for where to find skills similar to quest tracking
-ability to use keyboard for battles (i.e. key 1 -> enemy 1) -changes/overhaul to the nega-monster mechanic -more
options in the options menu, namely ability to disable all battle animations rather than just the VFX -various UI
improvements (notifications staying longer on screen, battle messages showing in a list rather than fading in and out
rapidly) In the meantime, if you have suggestions or ideas, be sure to post them here: We have a patch notes/changelog
here: We also have a discord which you can join for suggestions, bug reports, and general discussions.. WE'RE
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APPROVED - OFFICIAL LAUNCH TOMORROW 5/23 : Finally, FINALLY our release build has been approved by
Valve. Our official release will be tomorrow, 5/23 at 12 PM EST / 9 AM PST. Mark it down! We will be launching with
a 15% discount. We're very excited to finally be launching.. Issues With Release Date - April Release Date Still Likely :
Hello everyone, As we said in our last post, we originally wanted to put out An Adventurer's Tale on April 15th, and we
were progressing well toward that goal. However, a very unexpected adversity has come up in one of the developer's
families, which has interrupted our development schedule with the additional content we wanted to implement in the
game. This adversity has essentially come out of nowhere, and for the time being has essentially disrupted the life of
the developer involved. While the developer himself is fine, the situation requires some attention and figuring out on
their end. He is not taking a break from development or putting the project on hiatus, but the amount of time he can
put into the project is going to be severely limited for at least the next week or so. While we could attempt to go for an
Early Access release with what we have now, we don't think Early Access is the best way to take the game, especially
because of the short time-span in which it would be in Early Access. Given the length of a typical Steam review
compounding this issue with our Developer's family, we're going to have to delay the release a bit. That said, we
promise we will have the game out in April still, assuming the build check on Steam's end goes alright. We're sorry
again that something like this has come up; we know these continual delays are not up to par with our studio's work
ethic and typical behavior, but we thank everyone for understanding and hope you all will stick with us for the
upcoming release of the project.. Game's Finally Done!; Good/Bad News + Release Info (On & Off Site) : Hey guys,
Finally, finally the saga that has been the tumultuous (to say the least) development of the project is about done. With
this, however, comes good and bad news. A lot of people were wondering why the game hasn't been approved yet - this
is partially our fault, so we'll explain. So bad news first, then good news. Basically, first off as a precursor, you'll notice
the screenshots we've uploaded to the store page are almost entirely new. You might be wondering why. The above is an
excerpt from the last Steam review we did. Basically, there was an oversight on our part and that was, from what we
can assume, leaving screenshots up from pre-alpha builds of the game with nuances from the final build (i.e. there was
a different font, and certain events were worded slightly different). We've replaced the screenshots, and along with this
new submission to Steam, we've also included details on how to jump to each scene within each screenshot. We were
confused about why builds were rejected so we submitted again, and this time it was made more clear to us in the
above except. Secondly, we were confused about being rejected for our trailer - since it was approved to begin with with
the original store page. That said, we realized part of the trailer was not in the build we were submitting to steam, so
we've cut that part out as well. Valve has requested we add some gameplay to our trailer (either in our current one or in
a new one) so we're working on that, and will have it done and uploaded by tomorrow. Other than that, we're happy to
say the game is done . For real this time - it's completely done. Finally. This'll be our last submission - hopefully (knock
on wood). This is where we want to ask a question - we can currently upload the game on Itch now, but we want to
know if there's enough interest in uploading the game off-site prior to a Steam release. We can guarantee Steam keys,
but since Valve has to approve keys and the game needs to be approved by them first, we basically would need to wait
for approval anyway. If you just want to play though then that's fine, but we figured we'd do a poll. That all said, we're
really hoping Valve is speedy with the review this time. We would love nothing more than to release this week. We're
going to be launching with a 15% off discount. As far as other platforms (i.e. Nutaku), we're sending the builds off for
review by them today as well, so we would probably expect them to get done with review this week too. If you guys have
any questions, feel free to ask. Thank you all so much for staying with us through the admitted disaster of
development. We're incredibly proud of the final product.. Quick Update While We Wait For Approval : Hello
everyone! Just dropping in for a quick update. We are still waiting for build approval right now, however we have good
news! The mature/adult patch for the game has been approved, and will launch free alongside the game. While we're
waiting for Valve's approval, we're just doing some QA/balancing and editing. Hopefully Valve will get done soon.
Honestly, we have no idea how the mature patch was approved before the main game, but we're glad that we won't have
any content issues there. Anyway, we expect Valve's review to probably be done before the end of the week or so, so
we'll keep everyone updated. If they get it done by Friday we can maybe even launch before the end of the week. We're
really just waiting for them at the moment, so it's a bit out of our control.
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